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ISOMETRIC REPRESENTATION OF LIPSCHITZ-FREE SPACES
OVER CONVEX DOMAINS IN FINITE-DIMENSIONAL SPACES
MAREK CU´TH, ONDRˇEJ F.K. KALENDA AND PETR KAPLICKY´
Abstract. Let E be a finite-dimensional normed space and Ω a nonempty
convex open set in E. We show that the Lipschitz-free space of Ω is canonically
isometric to the quotient of L1pΩ, Eq by the subspace consisting of vector fields
with zero divergence in the sense of distributions on E.
1. Introduction
Given a metric space M , by FpMq we denote the Lipschitz-free space over M .
This is a Banach space whose linear structure somehow reflects the metric structure
ofM . The study of Banach space theoretical properties of Lipschitz-free spaces was
initiated by a paper by G. Godefroy and N. Kalton [7], where the authors proved,
using this notion, e.g. that if a separable Banach space Y is isometric (not necessar-
ily linearly) to a subset of a Banach space X , then Y is already linearly isometric to
a subspace of X . Soon after, the study of Lipschitz-free Banach spaces became an
active field of study, see e.g. [8], [20, Section 10] and the results mentioned below.
However, the structure of these spaces is still very poorly understood to this day.
For example, it is not known whether FpR2q is isomorphic with FpR3q.
Let us recall the construction of FpMq. Choose a distinguished “base point”
0 PM and denote by Lip0pMq the space of all real-valued Lipschitz functions on M
that map 0 PM to 0 P R. It becomes a Banach space if we define the norm of f to
be its minimal Lipschitz constant. For any x P M we denote by δpxq P Lip0pMq˚
the evaluation functional, i.e. xδpxq, fy “ fpxq for f P Lip0pMq. It is easy to see
that δ is an isometric embedding of M into Lip0pMq˚. The space FpMq is defined
to be the closed linear span of tδpxq; x P Mu with the dual space norm denoted
simply by }¨}. For details and additional properties see Section 2 or [2, Section 1].
There is a large number of results on the structure of Lipschitz-free space (some
of them are recalled below), but an explicit isometric representation of FpMq is
known only for very special M . It is known that FpRq is isometric to L1pRq (cf.
[7, page 128] or [8, page 33]) and there is an isometric representation for certain
discrete spaces. Our main result is an explicit isometric representation of FpΩq
where Ω is a nonempty convex domain in a finite-dimensional normed space. It
reads as follows:
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Theorem 1.1. Let E be a real normed space of dimension d P N and Ω Ă E be
a nonempty convex open subset. Then the Lipschitz-free space FpΩq is canonically
isometric to the quotient space
L1pΩ, Eq{tg P L1pΩ, Eq; div g “ 0 in the sense of distributions on Rdu.
Moreover, if o P Ω is the base point and a P Ω is arbitrary, then in this identifi-
cation we have
δpaq “ rgs if and only if g P L1pΩ, Eq
and div g “ εo ´ εa in the sense of distributions on Rd,
where εx denotes the Dirac measure supported at x.
Let us explain the notation and terminology used in the theorem. First, by rgs
we denote the equivalence class of g as an element of the quotient space. Further,
since L1pΩ, Eq is canonically isometrically embedded into L1pRd, Eq (just extend
any g P L1pΩ, Eq by zero outside Ω), any g P L1pΩ, Eq can be viewed either as a
regular distribution on Ω or as a regular distribution on Rd. Thus, div g in the sense
of distributions on Rd is the distributional divergence of the regular distribution
on Rd induced by the described extension of g. This is quite an important matter,
since the result would become false if we considered divergence in the sense of
distributions on Ω.
The above theorem is new for d ě 2, but it covers also the known case d “ 1.
Indeed, if E “ R and Ω “ pa, bq where ´8 ď a ă b ď 8, then Fppa, bqq is
canonically identified with L1ppa, bqq and, if 0 P pa, bq, then in this identification we
have
δpxq “
$’&
’%
χp0,xq, x P p0, bq,
0, x “ 0,
´χp´x,0q, x P pa, 0q.
This case is covered by our theorem, since in dimension one the divergence is just the
derivative and the only f P L1pa, bq, whose derivative in the sense of distributions on
R is zero, is the constant zero function. (We point out that we work in distributions
on R, not in distributions on pa, bq. If pa, bq is a bounded interval, then constant
functions on pa, bq belong to L1pa, bq and their derivative in the sense of distributions
on pa, bq is zero unlike their derivative in the sense of distributions on R.) Moreover,
it is clear that the distributional derivative of the characteristic function χpu,vq is
εu ´ εv.
Our result was motivated in part by a result of N. Lerner [14] who proved that
Lip0pRdq is isomorphic to the dual of the quotient described in our theorem. This
is closely related to our result, since FpMq˚ is isometric to Lip0pMq for any metric
space M (see the next section). However, it was not known to us whether FpMq
is the unique predual of Lip0pMq, therefore to give a representation of FpRdq we
described the mapping δ. Let us note that it has been proved recently by N. Weaver
[22] that FpMq actually is the unique predual of Lip0pMq if M is a convex set in a
Banach space; however, the description of the mapping δ could be of an independent
interest. We further extended the results for other norms on Rd (which is easy)
and to general convex domains (which requires some additional work).
Let us note that during the review process of this paper we found out that the
problem of characterizing FpRdq has been independently investigated in the Master
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thesis [5], where some partial results were obtained, and that similar ideas as we
use in our paper were also used in [16, Appendix: The Sobolev spaceW´1,1], where
the author describes the Sobolev space W´1,1.
Let us summarize what is known to the authors about the structure of Lipschitz-
free spaces over subsets of Rd. If X and Y are Banach spaces, we write X ” Y ,
X – Y and X ãÑ Y if X is linearly isometric with Y , linearly isomorphic with Y
and isomorphic to a subspace of Y , respectively. If this is not the case, we write
X ı Y , X fl Y and X ­ãÑ Y .
Fact 1.2. (1) FpRq ” L1pRq.
(2) For any measure µ, we have FpR2q ­ãÑ L1pµq. Moreover, there exists a
convergent sequence K Ă R2 such that FpKq ­ãÑ L1pRq
(3) If M Ă Rd has a nonempty interior, then FpMq – FpRdq.
(4) For every M Ă Rd, the space FpMq is weakly sequentially complete. In
particular, c0 ­ãÑ FpMq.
(5) FpRdq has a Schauder basis. Moreover, for every M Ă Rd bounded and
convex, FpMq has the Schauder basis as well.
(6) For every M Ă Rd, the space FpMq has the bounded approximation property
(BAP). Moreover, if M is compact and convex or M “ Rd, then FpMq has
the metric approximation property (MAP) with respect to any norm on Rd.
(7) If K Ă Rd is a countable compact set, then FpKq is a dual space which has
the MAP. On the other hand, if M Ă Rd is convex and not reduced to a
point, then L1pr0, 1sq ãÑ FpMq; in particular, FpMq is not a dual space.
(8) For a metric space M , the space FpMq is isometric to a subspace of an L1
space if and only if M isometrically embeds into an R-tree.
The assertion (1) is well known, see e.g. [7, page 128] or [8, page 33], the proof is
easy using the above description and we recall it at the beginning of the following
section. The first result in (2) was shown by A. Naor and G. Schechtmann [18].
As observed in [2, Remark 4.2], this result actually follows already from [12] using
minor modifications. The “moreover” part of (2) follows from [2, Theorem 1.2 and
Remark 4.5] The assertion (3) is proved in [11, Corollary 3.5] and the assertion
(4) in [2, Theorem 1.3]. The assertion (5) is a result of E. Pernecka´ and P. Ha´jek,
see Theorem 3.1 and page 645 in [9]. The first statement of (6) follows from [13,
Proposition 2.3], the case of FpRdq from [7, Proposition 5.1], the remaining case
is proved in [21, Corollary 1.2]. The first part of (7) is a special case of a result
of A. Dalet [3, Theorem 2.1]. On the other hand, if M is a convex set, then r0, 1s
bi-Lipschitz embeds into M ; hence, L1pr0, 1sq ” Fpr0, 1sq ãÑ FpMq. Therefore, if
FpMq is a separable space which fails the Radon-Nikody´m property, hence it is not
a dual space. The assertion (8) is proved in [6, Theorem 4.2]
It seems that the main open problems are whether Fpℓ1q is complemented in its
bidual and whether FpMq has BAP for every uniformly discrete metric space, see
[8, Problem 16 and Problem 18].
2. Preliminaries
In this section we introduce some notation we need to formulate and prove our
results. Let us recall some basic facts concerning the Lipschitz-free spaces (for the
proofs we refer to [2, Section 1]). Let pM,ρ, 0q be a pointed metric space, i.e. a
metric space with a distinguished “base point” denoted by 0. The space FpMq
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described in the introduction is uniquely characterized by the following universal
property:
Let X be a Banach space and suppose that L : M Ñ X is a Lipschitz map-
ping satisfying Lp0q “ 0. Then there exists a unique bounded linear operatorpL : FpMq Ñ X extending L, i.e. the following diagram commutes:
M X
FpMq X
δM
L
pL
idX
Using this universal property of FpMq for X “ R it can be rather easily shown
that FpMq˚ is linearly isometric to Lip0pMq.
The notation and terminology we use are relatively standard. For a Banach
space X , x P X and x˚ P X˚ we denote by xx˚, xy or by xx, x˚y the application of
the functional x˚ on the vector x; that is, xx˚, xy “ xx, x˚y “ x˚pxq.
Our basic setting is the following:
Let E be a finite-dimensional real normed space with a fixed basis e1, . . . , ed,
where d ě 2. E˚ be the dual space to E and e˚1 , . . .e˚d be the dual basis. Using
the coordinates with respect to these bases we can canonically identify both E
and E˚ with the space Rd equipped with the corresponding norms. On Rd we
will consider the standard Lebesgue d-dimensional measure λd and the standard
pd´ 1q-dimensional Hausdorff measure Hd´1. These measures are transferred to E
and E˚ via the mentioned identification.
If U Ă Rd (or U Ă E) is a nonempty open set, by DpUq we denote the space
of real-valued C8-smooth functions with a compact support in U . The symbol
D 1pUq denotes the respective space of distributions. Finally, let punq be a fixed
approximate unit in DpRdq “ DpEq, i.e., unpxq “ ndρpnxq, where ρ P DpRdq is a
non-negative function with
ş
Rd
ρ “ 1.
We will use also vector-valued functions. DpU,Rdq will denote the space of
C8-smooth vector fields with a compact support in U and with values in Rd, i.e.,
d-tuples of elements of DpUq. If g “ pg1, . . . , gnq is a d-tuple of distributions, then
div g “ řni“1 Bigi.
By L1pU,Eq we denote the space of all (equivalence classes of) integrable E-
valued functions defined on U . The norm on this space is defined by
}f} “
ż
U
}fpxq}E dλdpxq, f P L1pU,Eq.
Recall that L1pU,Eq is canonically embedded to L1pRd, Eq, where each f P L1pU,Eq
is extended by zero outside E.
The space L8pU,E˚q is the space of all (equivalence classes of) essentially
bounded measurable E˚-valued functions defined on U . The norm is defined by
}g} “ esssup
xPU }gpxq}E˚ , g P L8pU,E˚q.
The space L8pU,E˚q is canonically isometric to the dual of L1pU,Eq, the duality
being defined by
xg,fy “
ż
U
xgpxq,fpxqy dλdpxq, g P L8pU,E˚q,f P L1pU,Eq.
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Finally, let Ω be a fixed nonempty convex open subset of E with a base point
o P Ω. Without loss of generality we may and shall suppose that o is the origin.
3. Proof of the main result
The idea of the proof of our main result, Theorem 1.1, is to mimic the known
and easy proof in dimension one. Let us recall it:
It is well known that the mapping T : Lip0pRq Q f ÞÑ f 1 P L8pRq is an onto
isometry. Consider the adjoint T ˚. If x ą 0, then T ˚pχp0,xqq “ δpxq since for any
F P Lip0pRq we have@
T ˚χp0,xq, F
D “ @χp0,xq, TFD “ @χp0,xq, F 1D “
ż x
0
F 1 “ F pxq “ xδpxq, F y .
Similarly, T ˚p´χpx,0qq “ δpxq for x ă 0. Since characteristic δpRq is linearly dense
in FpRq and characteristic functions of intervals are linearly dense in L1pRq, it
easily follows that T ˚ isometrically maps L1pRq onto FpRq.
Hence, we try to mimic this approach in higher dimension and for general convex
domains. We consider the mapping T : Lip0pΩq Q f ÞÑ ∇f P L8pΩ, E˚q. It is rather
a standard fact that T is an into isometry (cf. Proposition 3.2(i)). However, it is
not onto, the range is described in Proposition 3.2(ii). It turns up that the range is
weak˚-closed in L8pΩ, E˚q and in Proposition 3.3 we describe its pre-annihilator
and hence, the respective quotient is a predual. Finally, in Proposition 3.5 we show,
using the auxiliary Proposition 3.4, that the adjoint map T ˚ maps this predual
isometrically onto FpΩq and give a representation of the mapping δ. A large part
of the first two steps, i.e., Proposition 3.2(ii) and Proposition 3.3, for the case
Ω “ Rd are due to [14].
We start by the following proposition. The parts (i) and (ii) are classical well-
known facts, we provide references for the proof. The assertion (iii) is essentially
standard as well, we provide the proof for the sake of completeness.
Proposition 3.1. Let F : Ω Ñ R be an L-Lipschitz function. Then the following
hold:
(i) For almost all x P Ω there exists the Fre´chet derivative F 1pxq P E˚. More-
over, }F 1pxq} ď L whenever F 1pxq exists.
(ii) The mapping F 1 : x ÞÑ F 1pxq is an almost everywhere defined measurable
function. Moreover, it is the gradient of F in the sense of distributions on
Ω, i.e., ż
Ω
F 1 ¨ ϕdλd “ ´
ż
Ω
F ¨∇ϕdλd, ϕ P DpΩq.
(iii) For each x,y P Ω we have
F pyq ´ F pxq “ lim
nÑ8
ż 1
0
@pF 1 ˚ unqpx` tpy ´ xqq,y ´ xD dt.
Proof. (i) F is differentiable almost everywhere by the classical Rademacher theo-
rem (see, e.g., [4, Theorem 3.1.6] or [15, Theorem 30.3]). The estimate of the norm
is obvious.
(ii) The set of Fre´chet-differentiability points is of full measure, hence Lebesgue
measurable, by (i) (in fact, it is a Borel set by [15, Lemma 30.2], for a more general
result see [23, Theorem 2]). Moreover, since Fre´chet derivative is determined by
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partial derivatives and partial derivatives of a continuous function are clearly of the
first Baire class, the mapping F 1 is measurable. The integral formula follows easily
using Fubini theorem and integration by parts for absolutely continuous functions.
(iii) Let us first show the formula in case Ω “ Rd. Then for each n P N the
convolution F ˚ un is a C8 function on Rd and its gradient satisfies ∇pF ˚ unq “
F 1 ˚ un. Hence we have
pF ˚unqpyq´pF ˚unqpxq “
ż 1
0
@pF 1 ˚ unqpx` tpy ´ xqq,y ´ xD dt, x,y P Rd, n P N.
Since F ˚ un Ñ F pointwise (in fact, uniformly on compact sets), we can take the
limit to obtain the formula.
Next suppose that Ω Ř Rd. In this case the convolutions including functions
defined on Ω are understood, as usually, in the sense that the respective functions
are extended by zero outside Ω.
Let rF be a Lipschitz extension of F defined on Rd. Such an extension exists,
for example, due to [15, Theorem 30.5]. (In fact, one can preserve the Lipschitz
constant, but it is not important at this point.) Hence, using the case Ω “ Rd the
formula holds with rF in place of F , i.e.,
rF pyq ´ rF pxq “ lim
nÑ8
ż 1
0
A
p rF 1 ˚ unqpx` tpy ´ xqq,y ´ xE dt, x,y P Rd.
Given x,y P Ω, the segment rx,ys is a compact subset of Ω and hence we can find
ε ą 0 with ε ă distprx,ys,RdzΩq. Further, by the properties of the approximate
unit, there is some n0 P N such that sptun Ă Upo, εq for n ě n0. Then for n ě n0
one has
pF 1 ˚ unqpx` tpy ´ xqq “ p rF 1 ˚ unqpx` tpy ´ xqq for t P r0, 1s.
Hence the formula follows. 
Proposition 3.2. For any F P Lip0pΩq set T pF q “ F 1. Then the following hold.
(i) T is a linear isometry of Lip0pΩq into L8pΩ, E˚q.
(ii) The range of T is
XpΩq “ tf “ pfiqdi“1 P L8pΩ, E˚q; Bifj “ Bjfi for i, j “ 1, . . . , du,
where the derivatives are considered in the sense of distributions on Ω.
(iii) The inverse operator T´1 : XpΩq Ñ Lip0pΩq is defined by
T´1pfqpxq “ lim
nÑ8
ż 1
0
xpf ˚ unqptxq,xy dt, f P XpΩq,x P Ω.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that T is a linear operator from Lip0pΩq to
L8pΩ, E˚q with }T } ď 1. Further, the formula for the inverse mapping follows
from Proposition 3.1(iii). It remains to identify the range and to show that T is an
isometry.
Let us start by proving that T is an isometry. Fix F P Lip0pΩq and set
L “ ››F 1››
L8pΩ,E˚q
“ esssupxPΩ
››F 1pxq››
E˚
.
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Then }F 1 ˚ un}L8pΩ,E˚q ď L for each n P N. Indeed, fix n P N, x P Ω and h P E
with }h} ď 1. Then
ˇˇ@pF 1 ˚ unqpxq,hDˇˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ dÿ
i“1
pBiF ˚ unqpxqhi
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ dÿ
i“1
ż
Rd
BiF pyqunpx´ yqdy ¨ hi
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
Rd
dÿ
i“1
BiF pyq ¨ hi ¨ unpx´ yqdy
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “ ˇˇˇˇ
ż
Rd
@
F 1pyq,hDunpx´ yqdy
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
ż
Rd
ˇˇ@
F 1pyq,hDˇˇunpx´ yqdy ď
ż
Rd
››F 1pyq››
E˚
unpx´ yqdy ď L.
(During the computation we again used the convention that the functions defined
on Ω are extended by zero on RdzΩ.) Hence, indeed, }pF 1 ˚ unqpxq} ď L for each
n P N and x P Ω. Therefore, for each n P N and x,y P Ω we haveˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż 1
0
@pF 1 ˚ unqpx` tpy ´ xqq,y ´ xD dt
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď
ż 1
0
ˇˇ@pF 1 ˚ unqpx` tpy ´ xqq,y ´ xDˇˇ dt
ď
ż 1
0
››pF 1 ˚ unqpx` tpy ´ xqq››E˚ ¨ }y ´ x}E dt
ď L }y ´ x}E ,
hence by the formula in Proposition 3.1(iii) the function F is L-Lipschitz.
It remains to prove the assertion (ii). One one hand, it is obvious that the
range of T is contained in XpΩq, since, in the sense of distributions on Ω, always
BiBjF “ BjBiF for F P Lip0pΩq (in fact, for any distribution F P D 1pΩq).
Conversely, suppose that f P XpΩq. Consider f to be extended by 0 on RdzΩ.
For i, j P t1, . . . , du set
Ui,j “ Bjfi in D 1pΩq and Vi,j “ Bjfi in D 1pRdq.
Clearly Ui,j “ Vi,j |DpΩq and Ui,j “ Uj,i for i, i P t1, . . . , du.
Suppose without loss of generality that sptun Ă Upo, 1n q for each n P N. For
n P N set Ωn “ tx P Ω; distpx,RdzΩq ą 1nu. Then Ωn is a convex open set and,
moreover, o P Ωn for n large enough. Consider functions un ˚ f for n P N. Then
un ˚ f is a C8 mapping defined on Rd. Moreover,
Bjpun ˚ fiqpxq “ Bipun ˚ fjqpxq, i, j P t1, . . . , du,x P Ωn, n P N.
Indeed, fix n P N, x P Ωn and i, j P t1, . . . , du. Then
Bjpun ˚ fiqpxq “ pun ˚ Vi,jqpxq “ Vi,jpy ÞÑ unpx´ yqq “ Ui,jpy ÞÑ unpx´ yqq,
since the support of y ÞÑ unpx´ yq equals
x´ sptun Ă Upx, 1n q Ă Ω.
Thus we can conclude by recalling Ui,j “ Uj,i.
It follows that there is a C8-function Fn : Ωn Ñ R with ∇Fn “ un ˚ f on
Ωn. Without loss of generality we can suppose Fnpoq “ 0 for each n P N. Further,
since }un ˚ f}L8pΩ,E˚q ď }f}L8pΩ,E˚q for each n P N, each Fn is L-Lipschitz, where
L “ }f}L8pΩ,E˚q. Since the sequence pFnq is uniformly Lipschitz and Fnpoq “ 0 for
each n P N, it is easy to check it is locally uniformly bounded on Ω. Therefore, by
Arzela`-Ascoli theorem one can find a subsequence which converges to an L-Lipschitz
function F uniformly on compact subsets of Ω. (Given K Ă Ω compact, then
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K Ă Ωn for large n and hence there is n0 such that pFnqněn0 is uniformly bounded
and uniformly Lipschitz on K, so there is a subsequence uniformly convergent on
K. A diagonal argument completes the construction.) Without loss of generality
suppose Fn Ñ F . Then for any ϕ P DpΩq we haveż
Ω
F ¨∇ϕ “ lim
nÑ8
ż
Ωn
Fn ¨∇ϕ “ ´ lim
nÑ8
ż
Ωn
pun ˚ fq ¨ ϕ “ ´
ż
Ω
f ¨ ϕ.
where we used that sptϕ Ă Ωn for n large enough. Hence F 1 “ f . 
Remark. The assertion (ii) of the previous proposition for the case Ω “ Rd is
the content of [14, Lemma 2]. The proof of the nontrivial inclusion is done in a
different way. First, if f P XpRdq, by [10, Proposition 4.3.9] there is a distribution
U P D 1pRdq such that f is the distributional derivative of U .
This means that U belongs to the space L18pRdq defined in [17, Section 1.1].
It is shown in [17, Theorem 1.1.2] that then U P W 1,ploc pRdq for any p ą 1. Let
K “ ?d ş1
0
t´d{p dt. Lemma 4.28 in [1] gives
(1) @x,y P Rd, p ą d, u P C8pRdq : |upxq ´ upyq| ď 2K}x´ y}1´ dp }∇u}LppQq,
where Q is a cube with sidelength 2}x ´ y} that contains x and y. From [1,
Theorem 4.12, Part I] the continuous embedding of W 1,ploc pRdq into CpRdq follows.
Consequently, (1) holds for all u PW 1,ploc pRdq whenever p ą d. Application of (1) to
U together with Ho¨lder’s inequality and the fact that ∇U P L8pRdq gives
@x,y P Rd, p ą d : |Upxq´Upyq| ď 21` 1pK}x´y}1´ dp }∇U}LppQq ď 21`
1
pK}x´y}}f}8,
i.e., U is a Lipschitz function.
A similar argument probably could be done for any convex domain, but it should
be more technical and we have not find any explicit reference for it. Therefore we
give above a direct proof of the assertion (ii) for a general convex domain.
We further remark that XpΩq is a known object, the elements of XpΩq are called
closed L8pΩq currents.
Proposition 3.3. Set
Y pΩq “ tg P L1pΩ, Eq; div g “ 0 in D 1pRdqu.
Then the following hold:
‚ XpΩq “ Y pΩqK and Y pΩq “ pXpΩqqK in the standard duality pL1pΩ, Eqq˚ “
L8pΩ, E˚q.
‚ Y pΩq XDpΩ, Eq is dense in Y pΩq.
Proof. Let us recall any g P L1pΩ, Eq is canonically identified with an element of
L1pRd, Eq (g is extended by zero outside Ω). Hence, if g P L1pΩ, Eq, then div g in
D 1pRdq is the distributional divergence of the described extension of g.
Let us start the proof by showing XpΩq “ pY pΩq XDpΩ, EqqK:
Ą: Fix f P pY pΩq X DpΩ, EqqK. To prove that f P XpΩq, take arbitrary
i, j P t1, . . . , du distinct and ϕ P DpΩq. Set gi “ Bjϕ, gj “ ´Biϕ and gk “ 0
for k P t1, . . . , duzti, ju. Then
xBifj ´ Bjfi, ϕy “ ´ xfj, Biϕy ` xfi, Bjϕy “ xf , gy “ 0.
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Ă: Suppose that f P XpΩq and take g P Y pΩq X DpΩ, Eq. We will show that
xf , gy “ 0. By Proposition 3.2 we know that there is F P Lip0pΩq with
F 1 “ f . Then
xf , gy “ @F 1, gD “ ´xF, div gy “ 0.
Hence, by the Hahn-Banach theorem we have pXpΩqqK “ Y pΩq XDpΩ, Eq.
Therefore, to complete the proof it is enough to show that Y pΩq Ă pXpΩqqK.
Let us prove it first in case Ω “ E. Take f P XpΩq and g P Y pΩq.
In the first step suppose that g P C8pRdq. Fix some ψ P DpRdq with ψ “ 1 on
Upo, 1q, sptψ Ă Upo, 2q and 0 ď ψ ď 1 on Rd. (The balls are taken with respect to
the norm of E.) For n P N set gnpxq “ ψpxn q ¨ gpxq. Let F P Lip0pRdq be such that
f “ F 1. Denote by L the Lipschitz constant of F (i.e., L “ }f}L8pRd,E˚q). Then
|xf , gny| “
ˇˇ@
F 1, gn
Dˇˇ “ |xF, div gny|
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Rd
F pxq ¨ `ψpx
n
qdiv gpxq ` 1
n
@
gpxq,∇ψpx
n
qD˘ dxˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Rd
F pxq ¨ 1
n
A
gpxq,∇ψpx
n
q
E
dx
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇż
Upo,2nqzUpo,nq
F pxq ¨ 1
n
@
gpxq,∇ψpx
n
qD dx
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ď 1
n
¨ sup
xPUpo,2nq
¨ |F pxq| ¨ }∇ψ}L8pRd,E˚q ¨
ż
RdzUpo,nq
}gpxq}E dx
ď 2L ¨ }∇ψ}L8pRd,E˚q ¨
ż
RdzUpo,nq
}gpxq}E dxÑ 0
for nÑ8. Since gn Ñ g in L1pRd, Eq, we conclude that xf , gy “ 0.
In the second step let g P Y d be arbitrary. Then for each n P N we have
un ˚ g P C8pRd, Eq, divpun ˚ gq “ un ˚ div g “ 0, hence xf , un ˚ gy “ 0. Since
un ˚ g Ñ g in L1pRd, Eq, necessarily xf , gy “ 0.
Finally, let Ω be arbitrary, f P XpΩq and g P Y pΩq. Let F P Lip0pΩq be such
that f “ F 1. Let rF P Lip0pEq be an extension of F . Then, using the case Ω “ E
and the assumption div g “ 0 in D 1pRdq (and not just in D 1pΩq), we have
xf , gy “
ż
Ω
@
F 1pxq, gpxqD dx “ ż
Ω
A rF 1pxq, gpxqE dx
“
ż
Rd
A rF 1pxq, gpxqE dx “ A rF 1, gE “ 0.

Remark. (1) By Proposition 3.2 Lip0pΩq is isometric with XpΩq, by Proposi-
tion 3.3 XpΩq is isometric with pL1pΩ, Eq{Y dq˚. Hence Lip0pΩq is isometric with
pL1pΩ, Eq{Y dq˚. For the case Ω “ Rd this is the content of [14, Theorem 3].
(2) In [14] the proof of the case Ω “ Rd of Proposition 3.3 is contained in Lem-
mata 4 and 5, although the equality XpRdq “ Y pRdqK is not explicitly mentioned
there.
Proposition 3.4. Let a P Ω be fixed. Then there is g P L1pΩ,Rdq with compact
support in Ω such that div g “ εo ´ εa in D 1pRdq.
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Proof. In this proof we will consider Rd with the euclidean norm. Set
hpxq “ x
dκd }x}d
, x P Rdztou,
where κd is the volume of the d-dimensional ball. Then h is the gradient of the
standard fundamental solution of the Laplace equation in Rd. In particular,
divh “ εo in D 1pRdq,(2)
h P C8pRdztouq,(3)
divhpxq “ 0 for x P Rdztou.(4)
Further, for any r ą 0 we have
(5)
ż
BUpo,rq
xhpxq, νpxqy dHn´1pxq “ 1,
where νpxq denotes the outer normal at the point x and Upo, rq is the Euclidean
ball centered at o with radius r. Indeed, since νpxq “ x}x} , one hasż
BUpo,rq
xhpxq, νpxqy dHn´1pxq “
ż
BUpo,rq
1
dκd }x}d´1
dHn´1pxq
“ H
n´1pBUpo, rqq
dκdrd´1
“ H
n´1pBUpo, 1qq
dκd
“ 1.
The equation (5) can be extended to more general domains:
(6)
If U is a bounded convex domain containing o,
then
ż
BU
xhpxq, νpxqy dHn´1pxq “ 1.
Indeed, let r ą 0 be so small that Upo, rq Ă U . Then, by (4) and the Gauss theorem
[15, Theorem 37.22] (note that the boundary of a convex domain is Lipschitz) we
have
0 “
ż
UzUpo,rq
divh “
ż
BU
xhpxq, νpxqy dHn´1pxq´
ż
BUpo,rq
xhpxq, νpxqy dHn´1pxq,
thus (6) follows from (5).
We continue by setting
hapxq “ hpxq ´ hpx´ aq, x P Rdzta,ou.
Then clearly
divha “ εo ´ εa in D 1pRdq,(7)
ha P C8pRdzto,auq,(8)
divhapxq “ 0 for x P Rdzto,au.(9)
and, moreover, by (6) we get
(10)
If U is a bounded convex domain containing to,au, thenż
BU
xhapxq, νpxqy dHn´1pxq “ 0.
Since the segment ro,as is a compact subset of Ω, there is r ą 0 such that
ro,as ` Upo, rq Ă Ω.
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Choose some η P DpRdq such that
η “ 1 on ro,as ` Up0, r
2
q and spt η Ă ro,as ` Up0, 3
4
rq.
Then we have
‚ ηha P L1pΩ,Rdq and has a compact support in Ω;
‚ ηha P C8pRdzto,auq;
‚ div ηhapxq “ 0 for x P pro,as ` Up0, r2 qqzto,au;
‚ div ηhapxq “ 0 for x P Rdzpro,as ` Up0, 34rqq.
Hence, if we set U1 “ ro,as ` Up0, 14rq and U2 “ ro,as ` Up0, rq, we get
ż
U2zU1
divpηhaqdλd “
ż
BU2
xηpxqhapxq, νpxqy dHn´1pxq
´
ż
BU1
xηpxqhapxq, νpxqy dHn´1pxq “ 0´
ż
BU1
xhapxq, νpxqy dHn´1pxq “ 0.
Since divpηhaq restricted to U2zU1 is a C8-function with a compact support, by [19,
Auxiliary lemma 3.15] there is g0 P DpU2zU1,Rdq with div g0pxq “ divpηhaqpxq for
x P U2zU1. Set g “ ηha ´ g0. Then g P L1pΩ,Rdq with compact support in Ω.
Moreover, we will show that div g “ εo ´ εa in DpRdq. Due to (7) it is enough to
show that divpg ´ haq “ 0 in DpRdq. But
g ´ ha “ pη ´ 1qha ´ g0
is a C8 vector field on Rd (note that η ´ 1 “ 0 on ro,as ` Upo, r
2
q), hence its
distributional divergence is a C8 function and can be computed pointwise. Let us
consider the following three open sets covering Rd:
(i) On U1 we have η “ 1 and g0 “ 0, hence pη ´ 1qha ´ g0 “ 0. Thus divppη ´
1qha ´ g0qpxq “ 0 for each x P ro,as ` Upo, r2 q.
(ii) On RdzU2 we have η “ 0 and g0 “ 0, hence pη´ 1qha´g0 “ ´ha, therefore
the divergence is zero at each point of this set by (9).
(iii) For x P U2zU1 we have
divppη ´ 1qha ´ g0qpxq “ divpηhaqpxq ´ div hapxq ´ div g0pxq “ 0
by (9) and the choice of g0.
This completes the proof. 
The final ingredient is the following proposition, the proof of Theorem 1.1 then
immediately follows.
Proposition 3.5. Let T : F ÞÑ F 1 be the isometry from Proposition 3.2. Then the
dual mapping T ˚ maps pL1pΩ, Eq{Y pΩqq onto FpΩq. Moreover, for g P L1pΩ, Eq
one has T ˚prgsq “ δpaq if and only if div g “ εo ´ εa in D 1pRdq.
Proof. Fix a P Ω. Let g P L1pΩ, Eq be a mapping with compact support and
satisfying div g “ εo ´ εa in D 1pRdq. (Such a mapping exists by Proposition 3.4.)
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For any F P Lip0pΩq we then have
xT ˚prgsq, F y “ xrgs, TF y “ @rgs, F 1D “ ż
Ω
@
gpxq, F 1pxqD dx
“ lim
nÑ8
ż
Ω
@pun ˚ gqpxq, F 1pxqD dx “ lim
nÑ8
@pun ˚ gq, F 1D
“ ´ lim
nÑ8
xdivpun ˚ gq, F y “ ´ lim
nÑ8
ż
Ω
F pxq ¨ divpun ˚ gqpxqdx
“ ´ lim
nÑ8
ż
Ω
F pxq ¨ pun ˚ div gqpxqdx
“ ´ lim
nÑ8
ż
Ω
F pxq ¨ pun ˚ pεo ´ εaqqpxqdx
“ ´ lim
nÑ8
ż
Ω
F pxq ¨ punpxq ´ unpx´ aqqdx
“ lim
nÑ8
ppF ˚|unqpaq ´ pF ˚|unqpoqq “ F paq ´ F poq “ xδpaq, F y .
The first three equalities are just applications of definitions. The fourth one follows
from the fact that un ˚ g Ñ g in the L1-norm. Since g has compact support in Ω,
un ˚g P DpΩ,Rdq for large n and hence the fifth one is just rewriting the expression
in the sense of distributions and the sixth one follows from the differentiation rules
for distributions. Then a standard calculation follows. Let us point out that by |un
we mean the function defined by a formula |unpxq “ unp´xq, x P Rd, and that we
use the obvious fact that the sequence p|unq is also an approximate unit.
Hence, we conclude that T ˚prgsq “ δpaq. Now, let g1 P L1pΩ, Eq be arbitrary.
Since T ˚ is an isometry, T ˚prg1sq “ δpaq if and only if rg1s “ rgs, i.e. divpg1´gq “ 0
in D 1pRdq, or, equivalently, div g1 “ δo ´ δa in D 1pRdq.
To conclude the proof, observe that pT ˚q´1pδpaqq P pL1pΩ, Eq{Y pΩqq for any
a P Ω, hence pT ˚q´1 maps FpΩq into pL1pΩ, Eq{Y pΩqq. Let S be the restriction of
pT ˚q´1 to FpΩq. Since S˚ “ T´1 is an onto isometry, necessarily S is also an onto
isometry. This completes the proof. 
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